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Everyone has some compassion toward drivers who become victims of paveme
nt slipperiness. The development 
of slipperiness on a road surface follows one of the laws of nature. Why not,
 then, employ other laws provided by 
nature to better advantage? For example, craftsmen use grinders, abrasive
s, buffers, etc. to achieve glossy surface 
finishes. Traffic does the same to our pavements. We might employ craftsmen
s' routine in reverse ··that is, roughen 
the surface. Better still, the principles that are apparent in a grinding wheel or 
whetstone may be used as a model for 
our pavement surface: a material of hard, abrasive granules glued together. 
If the glue is too hard, the abrasive 
particles themselves become dull and polished, the pores clog, and the wheel w
ill not cut. A wheel or hone designed 
to do a specific job must be able to let go of a dulled particle and expose a new, sharper particle from u
nderneath. In 
other words, the wheel must undergo a controlled type of wear -· or else be 
dressed and re-roughened periodically. 
lhls is the analogy of a hot-mixed sand-asphalt pavement surface. 
Porosity or voidage (to use an old term) is thought to be essential in sand mixes. To maintain contac
t between 
the tire tread and the sand particles at high speed, a squeegee or wiper (or air blast) might be 
placed ahead of the 
tires to pre-dry the surface. Relying on the tire itself to sqeeze the water awa
y is where the peril arises. The inertial 
resistance of the water exceeds the inflation pressure of the tire, and the tire
 tends to water-ski -· hydroplane. The 
tread configuration is extremely helpful in allowing captive water to escape. 
Some contend that a rough, knobby, 
coarse surface provides drainage; but this is like riding on mountain tops; and th
e road noise is undesirable. Even so, 
the mountains eventually round and polish -· and become slick. The idea 
of internal drainage originated from 
features that were apparent in Kentucky Rock Asphalt·· 13 to 15 percent void
s and nice quartz sand. During rains, 
cars have been observed to produce less splash and spray on Rock Asphalt surfa
ces than on Class I. It also seems that 
the tire trail is drier. In any case, it is known that Rock Asphalt (now Grips top) provides the hi
ghest traction. This 
has been known since 1924. 
The problem with this type of surfacing material is stability and strength. In 
brief, sands that are open-graded 
(not dense-graded) must be used; but they are not gradations that give stability and strength. 
This means that we 
need very hard, high-softening-point asphalts. Some of the old Rock Asphalt 
surfaces that had given many years of 
good performance were sampled, the asphalt was recovered, and the penetratio
n was found to be in the order of 16. 
The natural Rock Asphalt which gave so much trouble in the past contained 
asphalts having penetrations as high as 
400. 
About 1958, the development of hot-mixed sand surfaces was undertaken as
 a substitute for natural Rock 
Asphalt .. which then went out of production because of its infamous perfo
rmance record at that time. We were 
determined that our sand mixes would be stable and at least stay on the road
. Sands were graded very dense·· and 
gave high stabilities with ordinary paving-grade asphalt cements. Another th
ing was done that aided and abetted 
stability: up to SO percent limestone sand was permitted. These sand surfaces we
re successful in all respects except 
one: they clid not equal Rock Asphalt in skid resistance. Nevertheless, this was
 a good lesson. These dense mixes are 
performing at least as good as Class I bituminous concrete surfaces, and
 people who ride on them express 
admiration. 
Now comes the real test. If quartz sand sintilar to that in Rock Asphalt is use
d- maintaining a high percentage 
of voids ··can skid resistance equal to that of Rock Asphalt be expected. 
An experimental project was undertaken last summer in order to compare several mixes amon
gst themselves 
and with Rock Asphalt (Gripstop). Five one-and-one-half mile sections were placed end·to-en
d on US 27 from 
Somerset northward. A preview of those experiments will be attempted herein
. Included herewith is a layout of the 
sections and another sheet showing the variables in the sand mixes. Just be
low the layout is a tabulation which 
shows skid-test results thus far obtained. Unfortunately, skid resistance compar
isons may not be reliable until two or 
three years hence. Figures 1 through 9 illustrate the sands that went into the mi
xes and the paving operation. 
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The sand (Lucas) used in all of the sections except the Rock Asphalt section was coarser than the Rock Asphalt 
sand. The stability of tbe Rock Asphalt and the regular sand mix used in Section No. I (blend of Lucas Sand and 
limestone sand, 9 percent PAC-3, voids greater than 9 percent) was about 900 lbs 
Section No. 2 consisted of open-graded, high silica, Lucas sand+ 9 percent PAC-3, with 17.5 percent voids and
 
a stability of 40 lbs. This was alarming - since the sand had no fmes, some filler was requested. By add
ing 2.5 
percent portland cement, tbe stability increased to 90 lbs. and the voids reduced to 14.7 percent. We wanted
 13 to 
15 percent voids, but also wanted stability values of 300 or greater -- which was not achieved. It is suspicioned tha
t 
with low stabilities tbere will be scaling ·- as occurred with Rock Asphalt some years ago. There is a tend
ency to 
normally be very suspicious of high voids --like we have here ·- from the standpoint of freezing-and-thawing, 
but, for 
some reason, Rock Asphalt and Grip stop survive. 
Section No. 3 consisted of open-graded, medium silica, Lucas sand with 30 percent limestone sand, had 10
.3 
percent voids and a stability of 780 lbs. Obviously, the mis was not open-graded and was similar to Section N
o. 1. 
Section No. 4 was paved with Rock Asphalt (Gripstop). The natural mixture had 3.5 percent natural asphalt in 
aggregate which was supplemented with PAC-3 to give 9.5 percent total. The resultant mixture had 10.5 p
ercent 
voids and a stability of 903lbs. The natural asphalt (presumably roasted) had a penetration of 21; after mixing (witb 
PAC-3) the extracted asphalt had a penetration of 31. The gradation showed 9.1 percent passing the 100-mesh 
screen. 
Section No. 5 was intended to simulate Section No.4. The Lucas sand, witb 10 percent asphalt, gave 16.25
 
percent voids and a stability of about 50 lbs. Sections No. 2 and No. 5 were very similar but not at all like S
ection 
No.4. Actually, there was a misunderstanding (internally)-- the shape of tbe Lucas sand was quite good; but, it was 
to have been blended with a fine sand to further simulate the Gripstop material. 
Although we failed to achieve simulation of the Rock Asphalt mixtures, we ended up with some extrem
es 
which may prove to be more rewarding. For instance, we thought the Rock Asphalt would result in higher vo
ids-- if 
there is anything to the notion of internal drainage in relation to skid resistance, we have an exceptional oppo
rtunity 
to demonstrate it. We will also have some idea of how far we can go in reducing stabilty. Incidentally
, tbese 
high-void mixes were extremely tender; even after several days when tbe weather warmed, it was possible 
to dent 
tbem witb thumb pressure. Perhaps it was fortunate that cool weather prevailed during and after paving. 
Traffic 
caused some damage while stopped during paving. This problem may have been relieved to some extent by 
cooliug 
the new surface with a water spray. 
Although I may be somewhat biased in my opinion, I think you will see a great deal of hot-mised sa
nd 
surfacing in the future -- especially considering tbe present, compelling need for a high level of skid resista
nce on 
high-speed highways. We will be reporting future developments on this project from time to time. 
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Somerset 
(Junct., KY 80) 
1.50 mi. 
Sand Asphalt 
Surface 
Special Provision 
No. 22-A 
U.S. 27, Somerset-Stanford Road 
Experimental Sand- and Rock-Asphalt Surfacing 
Proposed By 
Division of Research 
October 6, 1967 
Revised February 2, 1968 
1.50 rni. 1. 50 mi. 
Open-Graded, Open-Graded, 
High Silica Sand- Hedium Silica, 
Asphalt Surface Sand-Asphalt 
Special Provision Surface 
No. 59 Special Provision 
No. 58 
·. 
1.50 mi. 
Crushed Bituminous 
Sandstone 
Surface (Kentucky 
Rock Asphalt) 
Special Provision 
No. 24-B 
1.8 mi. 
N. of KY 635 
1. 50 mi. 
Simulated Kentucky 
Rock Asphalt 
Surface 
Special Provision 
No. 60 
NOTE: Sections shall begin and terminate at the same discrete station in all lanes. 
Leveling: Class I, Type A (Hodified Gradation) 
Asphalt Cement for Leveling Courses: PAC-3 or PAC-5 
Tack, for Leveling and Surfacing: SS-lh, diluted. 
Surface: 50 lbs, per sq. yd. 
Asphalt Cement for Surfacing Courses: PAC-3 
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Experimental Sand Asphalt Surfacing on U. S. 27 - Pulaski Co. This 
project starts at intersection of KY 80 and extents North on 27 for 
a distance of 7.S miles - (24 ft. width) 
Section 1 - Sand Asphalt Surface 
Section 2A - Open Grade, High Silica 
Sand Asphalt Surface 
2B - Same as above, except for 
cement added as filler 
Section 3 - Open Grade, Medium Graded 
Sand Asphalt Surface 
Section 4 - Crushed Bituminous 
Sandstone Surface 
Section SA - Simulated Ky. Rock 
Asphalt Surface 
SB - Sames as above except for 
cement added as filler 
Scratch Course 
Surface Course 
Section Summary of Tests on Mixtures 
1 2A 2B 3 
- -
- -
Voids (%) 9.2 17.4 14.7 10.3 
Stability (lbs.) 868 40 90 780 
Asphalt (%) 8.9 8.9 9.S 9.2 
Passing No. 100 (%) 6.9 3.S 4.4* 4.3* 
Pen. of Asph. (PAC-3) (PAC-3) (PAC-3) 
*Approximately 2.5% portland cement added as filler. 
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10.4 
903 
9.S 
9.1 
31 
l.S miles 
1. S miles 
1. S miles 
l.S miles 
l.S miles 
11011/ sq. yd. 
soli/sq. yd. 
SA SB 
-
-
17.3 16.3 
30 121 
9.9 9.9 
3.7 4.6* 
(PAC-3) 
u. s. 
SP 100 - 535, Special 
Tack Coat SS-lh 
Natural Sand (Cover) 
Class I, Type A Scratch Course 
Sand Asphalt Surface Mixture 
Asphalt Type 
Si 02 
Limestone 
Asphalt Content 
Gradation Spec. 
1/4" 
l/8 
1/16 
1/30 
1150 
11100 
1/200 
100 
88-100 
70-95 
50-90 
20-65 
5-20 
1-8 
Bit. Extraction of Samples 
Effective Bit. Content 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/Cu. ft. 
Stability (Adj, to 2. 5" Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of friction 
27 -- Pulaski County 
Section 1 
Provision 22-A, Sand Asphalt Surface 
1 463 tons 
2220 gal. 
44 tons 
580 tons 
PAC 3 
50 % Min. 
30 % Nin. 
7-10 % 
Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
6 
1/4" 
118 
1116 
1130 
1150 
11100 
11200 
100 
92.48 
75.68 
62.92 
39.09 
6.92 
3.05 
8.9 
7.5 
2.169 
9.16 
25.43 
135.4 
868 
7 
.61 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
U. S. 27 -- Pulaski County 
Section 2A 
This Section (2A) same as 2B, except for deletion of cement. Fifty 
tons of surface material was used in this Section (2A). 
Gradation Spec. Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
1/4" 
118 
lfl6 
1130 
11100 
11200 
100 
88-100 
80-100 
60-95 
1-20 
0-3 
Bit. Extraction of Samples 
Effective B~t. Content 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/cu. ft. 
Stability (Adj. to 2. 5" Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of Friction 
7 
1/4" 
118 
1116 
1130 
11100 
11200 
100 
94.79 
93.03 
90.18 
3.45 
.54 
8.9 
8.4 
1.913 
17.41 
. 33.84 
119.4 
40.5 
8 
• 63 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg • 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg • 
Avg. 
U. S. 27 -- Pulaski County 
Section 2B 
SP 100 - 535, Special Provision 59, Open 
Graded, High Silica, Sand Asphalt Surface 
Tack Coat SS-lh 
Natural Sand (Cover) 
Class I, Type A Scratch Course 
Sand Asphalt Mixture 
Asphalt Type 
Si 02 
Limestone 
Mineral Filler (Cement) 
Asphalt Content 
(2A + 2B) 
(2A + 2B) 
(2A + 2B) 
(2A + 2B) 
2220 gal. 
40 tons 
1463 tons 
580 tons 
PAC 3 
85 % Hin. 
None 
2.6 % 
7-10 % 
Gradation Spec. Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
1/4'' 
118 
1116 
1/30 
1/100 
1/200 
100 
88-100 
80-100 
60-95 
1-20 
0-3 
Bit. Extraction of Samples 
Effective Bit. Content 
Bulk Specific Graviey 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/cu. ft. 
Stability (Adjusted to 2.5 Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of Friction 
r:.J 
8 
1/4" 
118 
1116 
1/30 
11100 
11200 
100 
88.11 
84.73 
81.05 
4.41 
1.38 
9.5 % Avg. 
9.0 % Avg. 
1.971 Avg. 
14.68 Avg. 
32.43 Avg. 
123.0 Avg. 
89.5 Avg. 
5 Avg. 
.64 Avg. 
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U. S. 27 -- Pulaski County 
Section 3 
SP 100-535, Special Provision 58 - Open Graded, Medium Silica Sand 
Asphalt Surface 
Tack Coat SS-lh 
Natural Sand Cover 
Class I, Type A Scratch Course 
Sand Asphalt Mixture 
Asphalt Type 
Si o2 (Lucas Sand) 
Limestone 
Mineral Filler 
Asphalt Content 
2220 
48 
1524 
585 
PAC 
so % 
30 % 
3 % 
7-10% 
gal. 
tons 
tons 
tons 
3 
Min. 
Min. 
Max. 
Gradation Spec. Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
1/4" 100 
#8 88-100 
#16 80-100 
l/30 60-95 
//100 1-20 
//200 0-3 
Bit. Extraction of Samples 
Effective Bit. Content 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/cu. ft. 
Stability (Adj, to 2.5'' Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of Friction 
1/4" 
//8 
//16 
//30 
1/100 
#200 
9 
"'';· 'i -,., 
0 tlY..'Jr 
100 
91.5 
74.94 
63.02 
4.30 
1.87 
9.2 % Avg. 
7.8% Avg. 
2.126 Avg. 
10.29 Avg 
26.88 Avg. 
132.66 Avg. 
782 Avg. 
3.5 Avg • 
. 60 Avg. 
U. S. 27 -- Pulaski County 
Section 4 
SP 100-205, Special Provision 24B - Crushed Bituminous Sandstone Surface 
Tack Coat SS-lh 
Natural Sand Cover 
Class I, Type A Scratch Course 
Crushed Bituminous Sandstone Mixture 
Asphalt Type 
Si 02 
Limestone 
Mineral Filler 
Natural Asphalt Content 
Total Asphalt Content 
Gradation Spec. 
1/2" 
114 
1/100 
100 
40-100 
0-15 
Bit. Extraction of Sample 
Effective Bit. Content 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/cu. ft. 
Stability (Adj. to 2.5" Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of Friction 
10 
2320 gal. 
46 tons 
1595 tons 
610 tons 
PAC 3 
90 % Min. 
None 
None 
3.5 % Min. 
8-11 % 
Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
1/2" 
114 
lflOO 
100 
95.9 
9.1 
9.5 
8.6 
2.017 
10.48 
27.83 
125.89 
903 
8 
• 69 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg • 
Avg. 
U. s. 27 -- Pluaski County 
Section SA 
This Section (SA) same as SB except for deletion of cement. Fifty tons 
of surface material was used in this Section (SA). 
Gradation Spec. 
1/2" 
114 
11100 
100 
4-100 
0-lS 
Bit. Extraction of Sample 
Effective Bit. Content 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/cu. ft. 
Stability (Adj. to 2.S" Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of Friction 
11 
Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
1/2" 
114 
11100 
11200 
100 
99.87 
3.74 
.56 
9.9 
9.4 
1.889 
17.28 
3S.04 
117.9 
30.S 
6 
• 62 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg. 
Avg • 
Avg. 
U. S. 27 -- Pulaski County 
Section 5B 
SP 100-205 Special Provision 60 - Simulated Rock Asphalt 
Tack Coat SS-lh (SA + 5B) 
Natural Sand Cover (SA + 5B) 
Class I, Type A Scratch Course (SA+ SB) 
Simulated Rock Asphalt Surface (5A + 5B) 
Asphalt Type 
Si 02 
Limestone 
Mineral Filler 
Asphalt 
2320 gal. 
46 tons 
1595 tons 
610 tons 
PAC 3 
90 % Min. 
7-10 % 
None 
None 
It was decided to add stability to mix by adding cement (approximately 
2.6 %) as filler. 
Gradation Spec. 
1/2" 100 
114 40-100 
11100 0-15 
Bit. Extraction of Sample 
Effective Bit. Content 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Voids 
VMA 
Unit Weight/cu. ft. 
Stability (Adj. to 2.5" Spec.) 
Flow 
Coefficient of Friction 
Avg. Sieve Analysis of Samples 
1/2" 100 
114 99.4 
/1100 4.6 
/1200 .9 
9.9 Avg. 
9.4 Avg. 
1.924 Avg. 
16.25 Avg. 
34.33 AVf!,. 
120 . .5 Avg. 
57 Avg\ 
7.7 Avg. 
.59 Avg. 
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EXPERil!ENT BITUMINOUS RESURFACD!G 
County Route Project No. Lind ts 
Pulaski US 27 SP 100-535 
SP 100-205 
From KY 80, ap;:>roximately 
mile west of N.W.C.L. of 
Somerset extending north 
1.500 mile sections. 
0.15. 
in 
SKID COEFFICIENTS 
Sept. 26, 1968 
Section Pavements NB S!l Avg. 
----
1 Regular Sand Asphalt 0.62 0.61 0.61 
2A Open-Graded High-Silica 
(without cement) 0.63 
2B Open-Graded High-Silica 0.65 0.64 0.64 
3 Open-Graded Medium-
Silica 0.56 0.63 0.60 
4 Hot-'-Mix Rock Asphalt 0.74 0.64 0.69 
SA Rock Asphalt Simulated 
(without cement) 0.62 
5B Rock Asphalt Simulated 0.60 0.57 0.59 
13 
Len~t~ Hidth 
·--
7.500 24 
(miles) (feet) 
Nov. 14, 1968 
NB SB A~ 
0.58 0.49 0.54 
0.57 0.55 0.56 
0.58 0.57 0.56 
Fig. 1 - Rock Asphalt Sand. 
14 
Fig. 2- Pritchard Sand (red, consid
ered, not used). 
15 
/~ .. -:;~ 
'";1.((-d 
Fig. 3 - Pritchard Sand (white, consider
ed, not used). 
16 
Fig. 4- Lucas Sand (used in all 
sections except No. 4), 
17 
' 
' 
Fig. 5- Rock Asphalt Sand (1% Asphalt, not used). 
' L 
18 
Fig. 6- Limestone Sand (used in Section No. 2). 
19 
Fig. 7 - Spreading Operation. 
20 
Fig. 8 - Overall View of Completed Section. 
21 
Fig. 9 - Close-up of Section. 
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~~ONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 58 
FOR 
OPEN-GRADED, MEDIUM SILICA 
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE 
This Special Provision covers the material requi
rements and construc-
tion methods for Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asph
alt, Surface Course 
and shall be applicable to individual projects only when indic
ated 
on plans, proposals, or bidding invitations1 and
, when so indicated, 
it shall supersede all conflicting provisions of
 the Department's 
current Standard Specifications for Road and Bri
dge Construction. 
References herein are t'o the Department's Standa
rd Specifications 
and approved addenda thereto. 
I. DESCRIPTION 
Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asphalt is intended to
 provide a fine-
textured, skid-resistant, .wearing surface for pa
vements and bases. 
Fifty percent of the sand therein shall consist 
of quartz (Sio 2) . 
The remaining proportion of the sand shall cons
ist of crushed lime-
stone. The sand, bituminous material, and the m
ixing and appli-
cation thereof shall be in accordance with the r
espective require-
ments hereinafter described. The mixture shall 
be applied to the 
nominal, compacted thickness indicated on the pl
ans or in the pro-
posal; and the finished surface shall conform wi
th the lines and 
'grades shown on the plans or proposals. 
II. MATERIALS 
A. Requirements. 
1. Bituminous Materials. The asphalt cement to b
e mixed with 
the sand shall be PAC-3 and shall meet the parti
cular requirements 
of Section 621. The quantity of asphalt cement us
ed shall be as di-
rected by the Engineer. 
Bituminous material for the tack coat shall be S
S-lh meeting 
the particular requirements of Section 621. The S
S-lh shall be pre-
pared for application by dilution with an equal 
volume of potable 
water. 
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2. Aggregate. The aggregate 
shall consist, by weight, of no
t 
less than 50 percent quartz (Si02). Q
uartz, to fulfill this require-
ment, shall be obtained from c
rushed sandstone, conglomeratic
 sand, 
bank sand, river sand or combi
nations thereof. The remaining
 por-
tion of aggregate shall consis
t of limestone sund. Unless ot
herwise 
provided, mineral filler meetin
g the requirements of Article 
611.5. 0 
for quality may comprise not m
ore than 3 percent of the aggre
gate 
combination. Each aggregate, e
xcept mineral filler, shall ha
ve a 
minimum Sand-Equivalent value 
of 10 as determined by AASHO T 
176, 
and the total combined aggrega
te, including mineral filler, s
hall 
have a minimum Sand-Equivalent 
value of 35. Deleterious subst
ances 
retained on the No. 200 sieve s
hall not exceed the following p
er-
centages by weight of the tota
l combined aggregate. 
Percent by Weight 
Clay lumps ..................•.
............
....... None 
Other deleterious substances su
ch as, but 
not limited to, alkali, mica, s
hale, coated 
grains, soft and flaky particle
s, ................ l.O 
3. Admixture. A moisture con
trolling admixture such as sili
-
cone fluid (dimethyl siloxane) shall b
e furnished by the Contractor 
to be blended with the mix when
 and as directed by the Engine
er. 
B. Approval of Materials. 
Silicone shall be of a type app
roved by the Department and sh
all 
be from a source approved by th
e Department. 
At least two weeks prior to co
mmenc~ng proauct~on, the Contr
actor 
shall notify the Engineer that
 the aggregates, including blen
ded 
natural sand if used, have been
 stocked at the job site. Prior to 
notification, at least 500 tons
 or one-half the anticipated q
uantity 
requirement, whichever is leas
t, of each aggregate shall be s
tocked. 
III. CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
The construction methods shall 
comply with the applicable req
uire-
ments of Article 306.3.0, excep
t as otherwise provided hereina
fter and 
on the plans or in the proposa
ls. 
A. Seasonal and Weather Limit
ations. No sand-asphalt surfac
e as 
defined by this special provisi
on s~all be laid between Septem
ber 30 
and .May l, nor when the temper
ature is below 60 degrees F., e
xcept 
by written permission of the E
ngineer, nor when the underlyin
g course 
is wet, nor when other weather
 conditions are unsuitable. 
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B. Preparation of Mixture
. 
1. Composition of Mixture
. The sand and asphalt cem
ent shall 
be combined in such propor
tions that the composition 
of the mixture 
by weight shall be within 
the general limits given in
 the following 
table. A job-mix formula, within t
he specified composition li
mits, 
shall be established by the
 Engineer for each. project; and the
 pro-
portions and gradings so s
et shall be maintained with
in the toler-
ances specified hereinafte
r. The percentages passing
 all sieve sizes 
shall be determined by dry 
sieving. These permissible
 tolerances 
from the job-mix formula shall not 
permit the use of any mix~ure
 
which will be outside the 
specified composition limit
s. Once the 
job-mix formula has been establishe
d, it shall remain in effe
ct until 
ch~nged in writing by the E
ngineer. Deviations from t
he job-mix 
formula shall not exceed 0.
5 percentage points in the 
asphalt content 
and 0.2 in fineness modulus
 of the sand gradation. 
Composition Limits 
Sieve Perce
nt Passing: 
1/4 inch 
100 
No. El 88-10
0 
No. 16 8
0-100 
No. 30 
60-95 
No. 100 
1-20 
No. 200 0
-3 
Percent Bitumen 
7-10 
2. Preparation of Aggrega
tes. If sands from two or 
more 
sources are blended, they s
hall be metered from indivi
dual cold bins 
in such proportions that w
ill yield a product having 
the specified 
gradation. The sand shall 
be uniformly dried and hea
ted to a tem-
perature of not less than 
280°F. nor more than 325°F.
 If mineral 
filler is used, it shall be
 weighed or metered into th
e mix from a 
separate pin. 
,,. 
3. Temperature Requiremen
ts. Unless otherwise appro
ved by 
the Engineer, the temperat
ures of the materials and t
he mixtures, in 
degrees Fahrenheit, shall b
e maintained within the ran
ges given in 
the following table: 
Mixing and Laying Temperat
ures 
Aggregates .........•... Min
. 280 - Max. 325 
Asphalt Cement ..•....•. Min. 
265 - Max. 3'25 
Mixture at Plant ......• Min. 
280 - Max. 3 25 
Mixture When Laid ....•• Min. 
280 - Max. 310 
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C. Spreading and Finishing. 
1. Paver Speed. Unless otherwise directed b
y the Engineer, 
the paver when placing the surface mix shall
 maintain a speed of 22 
feet per minute, plus or minus 8 feet per mi
nute. 
2. Continuous Paver Operation. The plant pr
oduction and the 
paver speed shall be synchronized in such a m
anner which will permit 
the paver to travel in a uniform continuous 
forward speed within the 
limits as required herein before. The paver 
shall engage the hauling 
trucks while t-raveling forward. Every effort
 shall be made to keep 
the paver moving continuously. The paver sh
ould be permitted to stop 
only when a plant or paver breaks down or whe
n some emergency or 
unavoidable condition exists. 
3. Entrances and Crossovers. Entrances, cro
ssovers, and other 
areas inaccessible to the paver which must be
 spread by hand, whether 
constructed of sand asphalt or other surface 
mixture, shall be con-
structed as a separate operation. The materi
al for these areas shall 
be placed directly from the trucks. The pav
er shall not be stopped, 
side plates removed, and the material for the
se areas allowed to 
spill out to the side, or the paver shall not
 be stopped and material 
for these areas shoveled from the hopper. 
4. Pavement Samples. s~mples shall not be c
ut from the pave-
ment unless directed by the Engineer, 
5. Compaction. Unless otherwise directed or
 permitted by the 
Engineer, compaction, including breakdown rol
ling, shall be be accom-
plished with a 3-wheel roller or a tandem ro
ller weighing not less 
than 8 tons. Entrances, crossovers and other
 inaccessible areas 
spread by hand shall be compacted with a roll
er weighing not less than 
3 tons. 
6. Leveling and Patching. Leveling and patc
hing shall be 
performed in a manner, with the designated eq
uipment and with the 
materials, as prescribed on the plans or in t
he proposal. 
IV. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
The sand asphalt will be weighed in accordanc
e with Article 1.9.1. 
Bituminous material, except that used in the 
sand-asphalt mixture, 
will be measured in gallons as specified in S
ection 621. 
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Vo BASIS OF PAYMENT 
The quantities thus
 measured and accep
ted, complete and i
n place, 
will be paid for at
 the contract unit 
price bid per gallo
n for 
"Bituminous Materi
als," per ton for "
Sand-Asphalt Mixtu
re;" which 
payment shall be fu
ll compensation for
 cleaning surface, 
for fur-
nishing, hauling, 
and placing all ma
terials, including t
he silicone 
fluid, and for all 
labor, equipment, t
ools, and incident
als neces-
sary to complete th
e work. 
APPROVED 4 A..et.,.r (0 /9Q ? 
tOMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 59 
FOR 
OPEN-GRADED, HIGH SILICA 
SAND-ASPHALT SURFACE 
'rhis Special Provision covers the material requirem
ents and con-
s·truction methods for Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asp
halt, Surface 
Course and shall be applicable to individual projects only when 
indica·ted on plans, proposals, or bidding invitation
s; and, when 
so indicated, it shall supersede all conflicting pro
visions of the 
Department's current Standard Specifications for Ro
ad and Bridge 
Construction. References herein are to the Departm
ent's Standard 
Specifications and approved addenda thereto. 
Hot-Mixed, Hot-Laid, Sand-Asphalt is intended to pro
vide a fine-
textured, ski.d-resis·tant, wearing surface for pavem
ents and bases. 
At least 85 percent of the sand therein shall consis
t of quartz 
(Si02), No portion of the sand may consist of crushed limestone
 or 
slag sand. The sand, bi t.uminous material, .3.nd the m
ixing· and ap-
plicat.ion thereof. shall be in accordance with the re
spective re-
quirements hereinafter described. 'I'he mixture shall
 be applied to 
the nominal, compacted thickness indicated on the pl
ans or in the 
proposal; and the finished surface shall conform wit
h the lines and 
grades shown on the plans or proposals. 
II. MNI:'ERIALS 
A. Requirements. 
1. Bituminous Materials. The asphalt cement to be 
mixed 
with the sand shall be PAC-3 and shall meet the par
ticular require-
ments of Section 621. l~e quantity of asphalt cemen
t used shall be 
as directed by the Engineer. 
Bituminous material for the tack coat shall be SS-lh
 meeting 
the particular requirements of Section 621.. The SS-
lh shall be pre-
pared for application by dilution with an equal volu
me of potable 
water. 
v-· 
~Ji~:Y 
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2. Aqqreqate. The aggregate sha
ll consist, by weight, of 
not less than 85 percent quartz (Sio 2) • Q
uartz, to fulfill this 
requiremenL, shall be obtained fro
m crushed sandstone, conglomeratic
 
sand, bank sand, river sand or com
binations thereof. Unless other-
wise provided, mineral filler mee
ting the requirements of·Article 
611.5.0 for quality may comprise no
t more than 3 percent of the ag-
gregate combination. Each aggrega
te, except mineral filler; shall 
have a minimum Sand-Equivalent val
ue of lO.as determined by AASHO T 
176, and the total combined aggrega
te, includ1ng mineral filler, 
shaLL have a minimum Sand-Equivale
nt value of 35. Deleterious sub-
stances reta1ned on the No. 200 sie
ve shall not exceed the following 
percentages by weight of the total
 combined aggregate. 
Percent by Weight 
Clay lumps ...................................
............
. ..... . f:il'one 
Other deleterious suostances such 
as, but 
not limited to, alkali, mica, shal
e, uoated 
grains, soft and flaky particles ..
.•......••.• 1.0 
3. Admixture. A moisture control
ling admixture such as sili-
cone fluid (dimethyl siloxane) shall be fu
rnished by the Contractor 
to be blended with the mix when an
d as directed by the Engineer. 
B. Approval of Materials. 
Silicone shall be of a type approv
ed by the Department· and shall 
be from a sou.cce approved by the D
epartment. 
At least two weeks prior to comme
ncing production, the Contractor 
shall notify the Engineer that the
 aggregates, including blended 
natural sand if used, have been st
ocked at the job site. Prior to 
notification, at least 500 tons or. 
one-half the anticipated quantity 
requirement, whichever is least, 
o:t each aggregate shall be stocked
. 
III. CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
The construction methods shall com
p.ly with the applicahle require-
merits of Article 306.3.0, except as
 otherwise provided hereinafter 
and on the plans or in the proposa
ls. 
A. Season<>.! and Weather Limitatio
ns. No sand-asphalt surface 
as defined by this special provisi
on shall be laid between Septembe
r 
30 and May 1, nor when the tempera
ture is below 60 degrees F., except
 
by written ·permission of the Enqin
eer, nor WJ:ren the underlying cours
e 
is wet, nor when other weather co
nditions are unsuitable . 
.. -. ~----,,-,, 
(~)· ,;_?<~~ 
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B Preparation of Mixtu
re. 
L tomposi tion of Mixtu
re. The sand and asphal
t cement shall 
be combined in such prop
ortions that the compos
ition of the mixture 
by weight shall be withi
n the general limits giv
en in the following 
table.. A job-mix formula, with
in the specified compos
ition limits, 
shall be established by 
the Engineer for each pr
oject; and the pro-
po•rtion s and g:r;adings so
 set shall be maintained
 within the toler-
an-:es specified hereinaf
ter; The percentages pa
ssing all sieve 
s1ze.s shall be determine
d by dry sieving. These
 permissible toler-
ances shall not. permit t
he use of any mixture w
hich will be outside 
:he specified compositio
n limits. Once the job-mix form
ula has been 
established, it shall re
main in effect until cha
nged in writing by 
the Engineer., Deviation
s from the job-mix formula shal
l not exceed 
0.5 percentqgepoints in 
the asphalt content and 
0.2 in fineness 
modulus of the sanq grad
ation. 
Composition Limits 
Sieve 
l/4 inch 
No. 8 
No. 16 
No. 30. 
No. 100 
No. 200 
Percent Passing 
Percent aitumen 
100 
88-100 
80-100 
60-95 
l-20 
0-3 
7-10 
3__.. Preparation of Aggrega
tes. If sands from two o
r more 
sources are blended, the
y shall be metered from 
individual cold bins 
1n such proportions that
 will yield. a product ha
ving the 'specified 
g='ldation.. The sand sha
ll be uniformly dried and
 heated to a tem-
perature of not less tha
n 280°F. nor more thm 3
:,'5°F. If mineral 
filler is used, it shall
 be weighed or metered i
nto the mix from a 
separate bin .. 
1.~.--_.lemperature Reguireme
nt.s. Unless otherwise a
pproved by 
tt1e Engir;eer,. the tempe
ratures of the materials 
and the mixtures, in 
degrees Fahrenh!;!it, shal
l be maintained within th
e ranges given in 
the following table' 
Mixing and Laying Tempe
ratures 
Aggregates ............. M
in. ?80 - Max .. 325 
Asphalt Cement ......... Min. 265 -
Max. 325 
M.ixtu.re at Plant ........ M
in. 280 - Max. 325 
Mixtur.e When Laid ...... M
in. . 80 - Max. 310 
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C.. Spreading and Finishing. 
1.. Paver Speed. Unless otherwise
 directed by the Engineer, 
the paver when placing the surface
 mix shall maintain a speed of 22 
feet per minute, plus or minus 8 f
eet per minute. 
2. Continuous Paver Operation. T
he plant production and the 
paver speed shall be synchronized 
in such a manner which will permit
 
the paver to travel in a uniform c
ontinuous forward speed within the
 
limits as required herein before. 
The paver shall engage the hauling
 
trucks while traveling forward. E
very effort shall be made to keep 
the paver moving continuously. Th
e paver should be permitted to stop
 
only when a plant or paver breaks 
down or when some emergency or 
unavoidable condition exists. 
3. Entrances and Crossovers. Ent
rances, crossovers, and other 
areas inaccessible to the paver wh
ich must be spread by hand, whether
 
constructed of sand asphalt or oth
er surface mixture, shall be con-
structed as a separate operation. 
The material for these areas shall
 
be placed directly from the trucks
. The paver shall not be stopped, 
si.de plates removed, and the mater
ial for these areas allowed to 
spill out to the side, or the pave
r shall not be stopped and materia
l 
for these areas shoveled from the 
hopper. 
4. Pavement Samples. Samples sha
ll not be cut from the pave-
ment unless directed by the Engine
er. 
5. Compaction. Unless otherwise d
irected or permitted by the 
Engineer, compaction, including bre
akdown rolling, shall be accom-
plished with a 3-wheel roller or a
 tandem roller weighing not less 
than 8 tons.. Entrances, crossover
s and other inaccessible areas 
spread by .hand shall be compacted 
with a roller weighing not less 
than 3 tonsG 
6. Leveling and Patchinq. Levelin
g and patching shall be 
performed in a manner, with the de
signated equipment and with the 
materials, as prescribed on the pl
ans or in the proposal. 
IV.. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
The sand asphalt will be weighed in
 accordance with Article 
1 .. 9.1. Bituminous material, excep
t that used in the sand-asppalt 
mixture, will be measured in gallo
ns as specified in Section 621. 
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V. BASIS OF PAYMENT 
The quantities thus measured and accepted, 
complete and in place, 
will be paid for at the contract unit pric
e bid per gallon for 
"Bituminous Materials," per ton for "Sand-
Asphalt Mixture;" which 
payment shall be full compensation for cle
aning surface, for fur-
nishing, hauling, and placing all material
s, including the silicone 
fluid, and for all labor, equipment, tools
, and incidentals neces-
sary to complete the work. 
A.o.NEi¥ 
STATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER 
COMMONWEAL'lli OF KlliTUCKY 
DEPARI'MENT OF HIGHWAYS 
SPECIAL PROVISION NO. 60 
FOR 
SIMULATED KENTUO<Y ROCK ASPHALT SURFACE 
This Special Provision shall be applicable only
 when indicated on the plans , in the 
proposal, or. in the bidding invitation and, whe
n so indicated, shall supersede any 
conflicting requirements of the Department's 1
965 Standard Specifications for Road 
and Bridge Construction and is c:x:>q>lemented wit
h the applicable provisions of 
Section 306 thereof, 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - -- -
- - - - - - -
-
I. JESCRIPTICtl 
This warlc shall consilrt of furnishing end placi
ng paving mixtures canplying 
with the material requi.nmmrts and ~ed !IS herei
nafter described, without 
alternate types of materials or prooesses, for
 use in the construction of surface 
courses on existing bases or paWI!IIIIlts !IS set f
orth by the plans, proposal, or 
bidding invitation, The mixture shall consist 
of crushed non-bituninous sandstone 
aggregate - - essentiai ).y identica.l to the asphalt-inpregn
ated sandstone aggregate 
to be supplied mder Special Provision No, 2 .. -B
 on a carpanion section of this 
project, but containing no natural bitlml!!l - - and an optimtun
 quantity of refinery 
asphalt, Construction procedures and finished 
work shall a:mform with the further 
stipulations listed herein, 
The work shall also include the eurfacing of app
roaches at road and street 
intersectiCJlS and approaches or apt'OI"JI!I at entra
nces, when and as directed by the 
Engineer, If not specified and mless otherwise d
irected by the Engineer, the 
bitl.lllinous mi.~ for this work shallbe Bitl:lllin
ous Concrete Surface, Class I, 
which shall conform to Section 306. Fine aggre
gate for the bittminous concrete 
may be natural, crushed, or ~te sand ll'eetin
g the requirements of 
Section 611 for quality. 
II, MATERIALS 
A. ~e. The aggrega'te shall consist of crushe
d, non-bittuninous sandstone, 
as descn ve, having unifonn quality and 
hardness, It shall be free of dirt 
and debris and shall meet the follc:Ming require
ments: 
1. Gradation: The size-gradation of aggregate
 s~les shall 
canply with the fol.lowing requirements: 
Sieve Size 
l/2 inell 
No. If 
No. 100 
Percent pass;i.r!g 
100 
.. 0-100 
0-15 
2. Silica: The aggregate shall contain not
 less than 
90 percent Silica (Si02) as determined by chemical 
analysis, 
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B. As~halt Binder. Asphalt cement enrichment shall
 consist of PAC-3 
(Article S 1.4.0) as specified on the nlans or in the proposa
l. 
c. Bituminous Tack Coat. Bituminous mater
ial for the tack coat shall be SS-lh 
meeting the partJ.cular reqUJ.rements of Secti
on 621. The 55-lh shall be prepared 
for application by dilution with an equal vo
lume of potable water. 
D. Admix:t:we. A 11'6isture controlling admixture
 such as silicone fluid 
(dimethyl SJ.loxane) shall be fumisned by the Contract
or to oe blended with the 
mix when and as direc1:ea oy "the Engineer, T
he silicone shall be of a typE! approved 
by the D3partment and shall be froin a source
 approved by the Department. 
III. CONSTRUCITON METHOIE 
A. Seasonal and Weather Limitations, No surface mixture
 shall be placed 
be"t:Ween Septelilber 'Jo ana May I, nor When the air tempe
rature is belcm ti0° F •• 
except by written permission of the Enginee
r; neither shall it be placed when 
the underlying course is wet or when other w
eather conditions are unsuitable. 
B. Plant and Equiprrent, Article 306,3.2, e
xcept as noted belcm: 
l. Screens: OVY one screen, a scalping sc
reen of the 
necessary size, will be required. 
2, Bins : The plant shall include a storage
 bin of 
sufficient capacity to supply the mixer, wh
en it 
is operatin@: at full capacity, with no undue
 
periods of waiting for aggregate, The outle
t 
gate on the bin shall cut off quickly and 
completely and shall be designed and constru
cted 
so there will be no leakage when closed. 
3, Thenrometric Equipment: Article 306,3.2
-C-8. 
4. Dust ColleC"t:ors: The plant shall be equ
ipped with 
an effective dust collector, Material colle
cted 
must be returned to the mix unless wasting i
s 
permitted by the Engineer, 
C, Preparation of Mixture. 
1. Composition of Mixtures: The crushed sa
ndstone aggregate 
and asphalt cement shall be combined in such
 proportions 
that the bitumen content will be not less th
an 7 percent 
and not 110re than 10 percent. 
2. Preparation of Aggregate: The aggregat
e shall be depoei ted 
in the cold elevator at a mte to insure cor
rect and 
uniforn, temperature control of the heating a
nd drying 
operation. The aggregate shall be heated to
 a unifonn 
temperature between 2 sno F. and 32 5° F. 
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3. Preparation of Asphalt Cement: Article 306. 3, 3
-C. 
4. Preparation of Mixtures: Article 306. 3, 3-D as
 
applicable. 
5. Terrperature Requirements: Unless otherwise ap
proved 
by the Engineer, the temperatures of the materials
 
and the mixtures, in degrees Fahrenheit, shall be 
maintained within the ranges given in the followin
g 
table: 
Mixing and Laying Temperatures 
Aggregates •e•••••••e•••••Min. 280- Max, 325 
Asphalt Cement •••••.•••.• Min, 265- Max. 325 
Mixture at Plant .• , , , , . , .Min. 280 - l1ax. 325 
Mixture When Laid •••.•••• Min, 280- Max. 310 
D. Preparation of Base. The existing surface sh
all be swept clean of all 
foreign material by means of hand brooms and mech
anical sweepers. Patching, 
wedging, and leveling courses of bi turninous concr
ete (Class I) shall be applied 
as directed by the Engineer and in the quantities 
as stated on the plans or in 
the proposal. Bituminous tack coat shall be app
lied in accordance with Section 
301. 
E. Spreading and Finishing, Spreading and finish
ing shall be in accordance 
with Article 306,3.6, except as hereinafter provide
d. 
1. Continuous Paver Operation: The plant procedu
re 
and the paver speed shall be synchronized in such
 
a manner which will permit the paver to travel 
in a uniform continuous forward speed, The paver
 
shall engage the hauling trucks while traveling 
forward, Every effort shall be made to keep the 
paver rroving continuously. The paver should be 
permitted to stop only when a plant or paver 
breaks down or when some emergency or unavoidable
 
condition exists. 
2, Entrances and Crossovers : Entrances , crossov
ers, 
and other areas inaccessible to the paver which 
must be spread by hand, whether constructed of 
this type of surface mixture or other designated 
surface mixtures, shall be constructed as a 
separate operation, The material for these areas
 
shall be placed directly from the traveling truck
s. 
The paver shall not be stopped to remove the side
 
plates to allow the material for these areas to 
spill out the side, neither shall the paver be 
stopped and material for these areas shoveled 
from the hopper. 
F. Compaction. Compaction shall be in accordanc
e with Article 306,3.7, 
as applicable, except that entrances, crossovers,
 and other inaccessible 
areas spread by hand may be compactec with a rol
ler weighing not less than 
three tons. 
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G. Leveling and Patching. Leveling and patching shall be perfC>I"'red in 
manner, with the Clesignated equipment and with the materials, as prescribed 
on the plans or in the proposal, or as directed by the Engineer. 
H. Surface Tolerances, Surface tolerances shall be in accordance with 
Article 356,3,9 as appl~cable, 
I. Maintenance and Protection, Maintenance and protection shall be in 
accordance w~th Art~cle 3o6,3.1o. 
IV. ME'IHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
This surfacing mixture shall be weighec in accordance with Article 1.9.1. 
The bitl.Uili.nous tack material shall be measured in gallons as specified 
in Section 621. 
V. BASIS OF PAYMENT 
The accepted quantities thus measured will be paid for at the contract unit 
price per ton for the surface course, complete in place, and per gallon for 
"Bi tum:inous Tack Material," which paymant shall be full compensation for 
furnishing, hauling, and placing all materials; for cleaning and all necessary 
preparations of base; for the malcing of proper joints; for the disposal of 
all surplus materials; for furnishing, processing, placing, and rolling of the 
bi ti.Ullinous mixtures and materials; and for all labor, equipment, tools and 
incidentals necessary to complete the work specified, 
A. 0, Neiser 
State Highway Engineer 
